This opportunity is for libraries, colleges and universities, and other similar organizations to be part of the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM). Your NCSM institutional subscription provides your institution, faculty, or students with resources for leaders in mathematics education. Stay up-to-date on research, development, and tested effective practices as well as the ongoing effort to improve the teaching and learning of mathematics.

**About NCSM**

When you become an NCSM institutional subscription member, you join a network of leaders in mathematics education from around the United States, Canada, and abroad, which works to ensure every student in every classroom has access to effective mathematics teachers, relevant curricula, culturally responsive pedagogy, and current technology.

**Why should your institution join NCSM?**

With an institutional subscription, you will receive all of NCSM’s current print materials including the Journal of Mathematics Leadership, NCSM Position Papers, and the NCSM Newsletters during your time of membership.

NCSM also provides:

- A connection to a collegial network of active, passionate, committed, influential educators
- Opportunities to participate in NCSM professional development activities.
- Assistance from your Regional Director.
- Notices of the Annual Conferences

The fee for a subscription membership is **$100 per year**.

Visit our website for more information: [www.mathedleadership.org](http://www.mathedleadership.org)